MSCB, Inc. is located in Paris, Tennessee and works exclusively with healthcare accounts receivable. Over the last four decades we have grown from a local collection agency to be one of the largest privately held medical collection agencies in the nation.

There are various opportunities at multiple levels within our company from Management to I/S. The right individuals will thrive in our fast-paced and professional environment. We pay for performance and offer a competitive base salary with uncapped bonus potential. Candidates would include individuals with the following skills:

-Superb leadership, communication and interpersonal skills; high integrity and intelligence; excellent judgment; a conceptual thinker - strategic as well as pragmatic; and generates trust and builds alliances with co-workers.

-Ability to motivate others to higher performance standard

-Strong business orientation

-Develop creative solutions

-Can effectively communicate with and understand the needs of our clients.

-Strong organizational skills to manage resources.

-Conceptualize, launch and deliver multiple projects on time and within budget and contracted parameters.

-Communicates complex ideas concisely and effectively, both orally and in written form.

-Works with client and staff personnel to efficiently execute assignments.